Talend Launches New Developer Community for Open Source Cloud and Big Data Innovation
August 31, 2017
Online Forum Creates a One-stop Shop for Product Downloads, Knowhow, Inspiration and Support
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Aug. 31, 2017-- Talend (NASDAQ: TLND), a leader in cloud and big data integration solutions, unveiled
a new Talend Community, improving the ability for developers to collaborate, get technical help, share expertise, and remain on the leading edge of
data integration. Talend Community provides a direct channel of support, education, and thought leadership to users of Talend’s enterprise solutions
and open source products, and is an important component of Talend’s overall global market ecosystem that includes technical partners and system
integrators.
“Talend Community should be the first stop for any company or developer tackling a next-generation cloud or big data integration project,” said Ashley
Stirrup, CMO, Talend. “This new forum provides a place where customers, prospects, partners, and open source users can easily collaborate and
benefit from the vision and technical knowledge of one another. We’re eager to continue growing this active community that has had a significant
impact on the development of our product line and the broader market for modern data management.”
In addition to increasing engagement and awareness, the new Community site also helps drive downloads of Talend Open Studio, the company’s line
of open source products. Recently surpassing 3 million downloads, Talend Open Studio products help developers and companies gain hands-on
experience with cutting-edge technologies. These open source versions also help lead to future sales of Talend’s commercial products as companies
transition from individual desktop projects to larger, more collaborative ventures or enterprise-wide implementations.
“Talend Open Studio is an intuitive application that offered an ideal toolset for some of our early proofs of concept and smaller integration jobs,” said
Thomas Groh, VP of Data, Mogo. “As our company grew and our data management needs evolved, it was natural to convert to Talend’s enterprise
solution that offered the same interface and workflow as the open source product, but with more capabilities, control, and power.”
Community members also helped enhance Talend products through the contribution of new connectors and components. Over 2000 connectors have
been developed by the community which enable our customers to easily integrate data from various sources and applications without having expert
knowledge of each data system. Easy integration with a broad range of systems is a critical decision factor for potential customers as it allows our
solutions to address a wide variety of data use cases. This creates a powerful network effect whereby Talend and its community keep each other at the
forefront of innovation.
In addition to having a new online destination for peer-to-peer collaboration, Talend’s community is expanding offline with increased support for
regional user groups where developers can meet face-to-face. Highlighting the growing interest in Talend, modern data integration platforms and cloud
technologies, new user groups are springing up across North America and abroad in localities ranging from London and Paris to India and Singapore.
For more information on the Talend Community and local user groups, or to register as a new member, visit community.talend.com.
Like this story? Tweet this: New @TalendCommunity for next-gen #DataIntegration support, inspiration, #opensource and sweet hoodies. http://bit.ly
/2kerC3S
About Talend
Talend (NASDAQ: TLND) is a next-generation leader in cloud and big data integration software that helps companies make data a strategic asset that
provides realtime, organization-wide insight into customers, partners, and operations. Through its open, adaptive, and unified integration platform,
Talend delivers the data agility required for companies to rapidly adopt the latest technology innovations and scale to meet the constantly evolving
demands of modern business. A leader in the 2017 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Integration Tools and Forrester Wave: Big Data Fabric Q4 2016,
Talend’s solutions support over 1500 global enterprise customers including Air France, GE, and Lenovo, across a range of industries. For more
information, please visit www.talend.com and follow us on Twitter: @Talend.
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